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The Calculation of the Mass Moment of Inertia of a
/ - " iFluid in a Rotating Rectangular Tank _
SUMMARY
This analysis calculated the mass moment of inertia of a non-
viscous fluid in a slowly rotating rectangular tank. Given the
dimensions of the tank in the x, y, and z coordinates, the axis of
rotation, the percentage of the tank occupied by the fluid, and
angle of rotation, an algorithm was written that could calculate
the mass moment of inertia of the fluid. While not included in
this paper, the change in the mass moment of inertia of the fluid
could then be used to calculate the force exerted by the fluid on
the container wall.
ANALYSIS
Depending on the dimensions of the tank, the amount of fluid
in the tank, and the angle of rotation, the resulting shape of the
fluid can be broken down into simple geometries. Since the fluid
was assumed to be incompressible, non-viscous, and the rotational
velocity small, the shape of the fluid was represented by
rectangular and triangular prisms. The most simple fluid shapes
were represented by a single rectangular or a single triangular
prism, while the most complex geometry was represented by two
rectangular and one triangular prism (See Fig. i and 2). The mass
moment of inertia ("Iz" in this coordinate system) of each prism
was first calculated relative to its centroid. Then the parallel
axis theorem was used to calculate the Iz of the entire volume at
either the fluid's center of mass or the container's center of
rotation.
The mass moment of inertia of a rectangular prism with respect
to its centroid and the axis shown was calculated by the following
equation: 1 (NASA-CR-197777) THE CALCULATION N95-27t65
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= Moment of inertia with respect to the z-axis.
= Length of rectangular prism in x-axis.
= Length of rectangular prism in y-axis.
= Mass of prism.
The mass moment of inertia of a triangular prism with respect to





The parallel axis theorem:
 rr.+m ( +Fq
where:
x = Distance in x-direction from centroidal to arbitrary axis.
y = Distance in y-direction from centroidai to arbitrary axis.
For comparison, the effective moment of inertia of fluid was
calculated by the following formula: 3
l+z i
where:
IFz = Effective moment of inertia of fuel about z-axis.
Isz = Moment of inertia of solidified fuel about z-axis.
= Iz when theta equals zero.
rl = b/a = tank aspect ratio in xy-plane.
RESULTS
As the partially filled rectangular tank shown in figures 1
or 2 rotates about its origin, the Iz of the fluid will change.
Program MomentOfInertia (See Appendix B) calculated the Iz of the
fluid relative to the centroid of the fluid. In tables one through
three, three different tank dimensions (all with unit depth) are
shown: i x 2, 1 x 4, and i x 8, respectively. With each tank
dimension, the mass moment of inertia for three different fluid
volumes were tabulated. Only zero through 90 degrees were
calculated since the mass moment of inertia for 90 through 180
degrees are mirror image of the shown data. The data then repeats
every 180 degrees. This data is also shown graphically in figures
3 through 6.
As expected, the Iz of tanks with aspect ratio of 1/2 did not
change significantly relative to tank rotation at any fluid level.
This was due to the proximity of the aspect ratio to unity. With
smaller (or greater) aspect ratios, the change in Iz increased
significantly. For 50_ volume, there was a i12_ increase in Iz/rho
for a/b = i/2; while for a/b = i/8, the change was 278_.
Decreasing fluid volume also increased the change in Iz as the tank
rotated. For a/b = 1/8, and the fluid volume was 80 percent, the
change in Iz was 54_. For 20 percent fluid volume and the same
aspect ratio, the change in Iz was 1,700_.
Program Momentl (See Appendix B) calculated the Iz of the
fluid relative to the center of rotation, which in this case was
the origin. The calculations were very similar to the previous,
except that the center of rotation was used as the axis instead of
the C.G. of the fluid. Tables 3 through 6 shown the values
calculated for 3 different aspect ratios and 3 different fluid
volumes for each aspect ratio. These values are shown graphically
in figures 7 thru 9.
As compared to the Iz relative to the C.G. of the fluid, the
Iz relative to the center of rotation was greater, given the same
aspect ratio and fluid volume. The greatest increase was the 20
percent fluid volume and aspect ratio = i/2. The smaller
percentage filled containers had greater increases than the higher
percentage filled containers due to the greater change in the
distance between the C.G. of the fluid and the center of rotation.
For example, while the Iz of zero degrees, aspect ratio = 1/5, and
80 percent fluid volume changed 17_ when the axis changed from C.G.
of fluid to center of rotation, the Iz for the same angle and
aspect ratio, but only 20% fluid volume, changed 1,873_.
The change in the mass moment of inertia also increased with
decreasing aspect ratio and decreasing fluid volume, however, the
percent change was not as dramatic. The change in Iz for aspect
ratio = 1/2 and 20_ fluid volume relative to the C.G. was 248_,
while the change in Iz relative to center of rotation was reduced
to 48_.
The Iz of a tank with decreasing fluid level was also
calculated by altering program MomentCG. The fluid level started
at i00_ at 0 degrees and decreased to O_ after 360 degrees. The
results for three different aspect ratios are plotted in Figures 7
thru 9. This data demonstrated that even with an aspect ratio =
1/2, the change in Iz can be significant when the fluid level
decreased. With even smaller aspect ratios, such as wing fuel
tanks, the change in Iz was even greater. The "jumps" in the value
of Iz corresponds to the a large change in the geometry of the
fluid.
For comparison, the effective moment of inertia for various
tank aspect ratios were also calculated. The effective moment of
inertia is the moment of inertia of an equivalent mechanical
system. However, the effective moment applies to small angular
displacements only, which was quite different from the case that
was analyzed here. These values are plotted in Figures i0 thru 12.
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FTGURE I • TANK CONF TGURATION
y X
FIGURE 2: MOST SIMPLE GEOMETRY.
Y
FIGURE 5" MOST COMPLEX GEOMETRY.
Aspect Ratio = 1/2
Izz/rho
Theta 20_ Full 50_ Full 80_ Full
0.0 .0387 .1667 .4747
i0.0 .0386 .1677 .4766
20.0 .0385 .1712 .4829
30.0 .0380 .1780 .4953
40.0 .0361 .1903 .5178
50.0 .0361 .2125 .5440
60.0 .0411 .2552 .5703
70.0 .0553 .3154 .5989
80.0 .I019 .3454 .6183
90.0 .1347 .3542 .6187
Change 248
Table I: Iz relative
dimensions: a = 1.00, b
112 30
to fluid center of gravity
= 2.00, and c = 1.00.
for tank


























Table 2: Iz relative








Aspect Ratio = 1/8
Izz/rho






















Table 3: Iz relative to fluid





Aspect Ratio = I/2
Izz/rho
Theta 20_ Full 50_ Full 80_ Full
0.0 .2947 .4167 .5387
i0.0 .2931 .4167 .5390
20.0 .2880 .4167 .5453
30.0 .2780 .4167 .5553
40.0 .2596 .4167 .5737
50.0 .2387 .4167 .5946
60.0 .2187 .4167 .6147
70.0 .1986 .4167 .6347
80.0 .1924 .4167 .6409
90.0 .1987 .4167 .6347
Change 34 0
Table 4: Iz relative to center of
a = 1.00, b = 2.00, and c = 1.00.
18
rotation for tank dimensions:
Aspect Ratio = 1/5
Izlrho
Theta 20% Full 50_ Full 80_ Full
0.0 2.1573 2.8333 3.5093
I0.0 2.1542 2.8333 3.5124
20.0 2.1441 2.8333 3.5226
30.0 2.1240 2.8333 3.5427
40.0 2.0869 2.8333 3.5797
50.0 2.0153 2.8333 3.6514
60.0 1.8067 2.8333 3.8060
70.0 1.6238 2.8333 4.0428
80.0 1.2927 2.8333 4.3740
90.0 1.1973 2.8333 4.4693
_. Change 44 0
Table 5: Iz relative to center of




Aspect Ratio = 1/8
Iz/rho
































Table 6: Iz relative to center of
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Figule 9: Izhho of I x 8 Tank _ Decfeasi'lg Fluid
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Tr : :'::-a_, :sc,__a'.e_= ".:e _as- m:_e-- c_ _ner_ a c_ :he f!'u_c ,r, _ "a'- :'
.h_... :::-_ir', .... , *_,=.. :"-_:,.._-'.,=o,, .an= 'c _ _.ne :-=:r(into the .-a.:.. 7he >
:enter c:f _he "._n_ __-"a!s: tr,e center of rc,tat_o" and c='r_esDon_e, t{ :re }
-_': tank _.,.._.,'o=. ...:ounto_cic_ckw_s.e ant tn..-- }
Th_e. verB4c,n _g_e. ,ae.t mooi;_ed on ,',_,.,_,. )
ar
NumOer = arrax [:..90] o_: rea]:
outFi_e :rex,'.: {f_le po;nter for output}



















{the anoie of _-_ _, u_,.a_lon in Meor.ees}
itotal area :,f fluid in xv olane}
{!r:remer;t b> which anole _ncreases}
{Nax ares of tr_ano,iuar shape}
{%x ares _f trianale and rectanole combined}
ZFiuid ieve; as a percent of height "b"}
{_'lassof fluid}




(Angle of r=_tation CC.bJin radians}
<defines the qeccnetry}
_ocedure CounterRotate(var ax, ay, axl, axl:re_i);
This procedure converts So:el Cord, to olobal Cord. given anole theta.:
_o_n
ax := (axl * :os(theta)_ - day! * sin(there));
a_ := (axl * sin(theta)) + (ayl * cos<_heta)):
motion IBarTri(uar mTri,ta,tb:real):real;
-his function _ili calculate the mass mc_,ent of
_rism qiven its mass, base, and height.
_oin
!BirTri := (mTri/18) * (sqr(ta) + sqr(tb)):
_d:
nertia of a trianoular
motion IBarRect(uar mRect,ra,rb:real):real;
his function _ili calculate the mass moment of
_rism given _ts mass, length, and height.
_Oln






nertia of a rectanoular
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:,_rea _= (al * xl.) m ka2 * x2> + (aS * xS:_;
yArea := (al .*_"._ + (a2 .*>2> + ,_aS * ,'-,:
>:E:ar:= xArem/area;
vBa.r 1= yAreaxs.rea:
_n_.tion LJhatType: integer ;
*This function _etermines _nat shape the fluid i'.*, in. Tx_e i : triangle; .*)
*txpe 2 = triangle __r:_rectanoie: anc_ type 3 = one triangle and two *)
*rectang',es. *)
?,.r
_rea, alpha, bArea :real;
._oin
a:riang!e := 0.5 * s.qr(a) , tangentTheta:
i_rea := aTrfan_le • a * (_. - (a * tan_oentTheta))):
a',pha := arctan(b"a:_;
if tanoentTheta (::8.0 theri
begin
bTrianc_e := abs((0.5 _ sqrtb))./tsn_entThet_);
bArea := bTriano;e + abs((b * (a -(b,-'tangentTheta>))):
end;
if (angle = 0.0) then {It's a rectangle.}
WhatTxpe := 4
else if (angle = 90.0_, then {It's still a rectangle.}
WhatT×pe := 5
else if theta <= alpha then
be.oin
if (aTrianole > areaJ t_en
WhatType := i
e!se if (&Area > area.> and <bAres > area.) then
_,Jr_atType:= 2




!f (bTriangle ) area) then
WhatType := i
else if (_._rea > area) t__en
WhatType := 6
else WhatTxpe := Z;
end:
ocedure Type0ne;
his procedure _ill calculate the mass m&ment of inert
r i_T_.
.r
&2, b2, h, j, cx, cx:real;
gin
h := s0rt((2 * area)/tangentTheta) * tangentTheta|
j := sqrt((2 * area)/tanoentTheta);
a2 := (.j/3) - (a/2);
b2 := (h/S) - (b/2):
CounterRotate(_x, _y, a2, b2);
moment := i_ irl , ,
a of a triangular
OF PC_'R QUALITY







mc_,entTri, {r'!omentof inert,a of triar_ouTar pr:_ rel, to, orioir..]
m_mntRect,{t4oment of inertia of Rect. prism rel. :o origin>
{Height of Rect}






A i# i .t _l i
X4_ 7x4,
'= y5lreaiX u, l
eoin
:= (area -atriangle).,"a;
j := a * tanoentTheta;
areaTri := a:r!angle;
areaRectl := area aTriangle:
maesTri := areaTri + - * rho;
massRect := areaRectl * c * rho:
qx := i,"3 - a.,"2;
gx "= h + ,i.,-"S - b.,"2:
Count._r:, _ ..,<-.,,.o,a,e t.,,.:, x2, gx ,0>') ;
x := O;
y := h/2 -b.."2;
CounterRotate(x3,x3,x_yb;
Centroid(,'.Cen,yOen,areaTri,x2,y2,areaRectl.. ,,...,x_,,o":'zo.ro,zero,zero;,
x4 := xCen - x2;
y4 '= yCen -'-_'._,
x5 := xOen - x3;
y5 := vCen - ×3:
mc,t._ntTri := iBarTri(z_ass.7ri,a,j.>
mc_mntRect := ZSarRect(r_as.sRe:t,a.h)
Fnoment := m_entTri + mc_,sr,tRect:
+ (massTr * (sqr(x4) + sqr(x4);:,>;
+ (massRect * (sor.x_v + sqr(x5)));
"ocedure TypeThree:
this Frocedure v_il; calculate the mass mc_,ent of inertia ;,f a voluble which}
:_ust be broken dc,'.vn int:: one trianou!ar and two rectangular _ri_.s., }
ir





massRectl, {_ass of rectangle be!c_ triangle}




tri, {the triangular area not filled with fluid}











k-;: t., . :,.&_ '-S
er';n
;= s_r::;<2 * tri tancentTr_e:a':
n := .i* tan_.entghe-i:
k := a - .;
m := 5_- h;
areaTri := 0.5 * _,* ,i:
areaRectl := a * m;
areaRect2 := h * _i:
massTri := areaTri * c * rh::
. +-4.,,massRectl := _reaRe. i * c * rnc_:
= o_+? areaP.ect2 _ -ma_sR .... '= _ r-ho'
.,. := k + ,i/3 - W2:
x2 := b/2 (2 * h,'3);
r" xlo+nterRctate( ,yi,,',2,">':
,'5 := (];
>'5 := m/2 - h/'2;
CounterRotate(x6,x_4,xS,xS):
x+: := l.:..."2- a_,.'2:
b / ,-2,
-4 := ,,. - h/+2;
"_1 .t. p-. _ ,i. f 0 ,u.,.,un_e_Ro,a,e ,x_,,y3.x4,,.E) •
Centroid(xCen,,vCen,areaTri,,,_xl,areaRectl "_ _........ ,> ,areaRec t2.: :-,:/3) ;
v "_ t'+
.... 1: x_,en x: ;
x7 :: yJ:en - _!;
x8 "= xCen - xe,',
:,8 := ×Cen y.d.;
×9 ': >'C_ - ,,c!,
yF := xgen -..3:
momentTri :: iBarTri(r,_assTri,h,.:::+(rnassTri+ (sar(x7
momentRectl := IBarRect(massF<ectl,a,m>+,,m_ssRe:tl
momentRect2 := IBarF.'ect(massRect2,n,k_+(massRect2
rr+oment "= momentTri + mc_nentRecti * mo,'nentRe:t2_
sqr(y7)));
* ,sor.(xS) + __r,.8.._.,,
















-his Procedure will calrulate
:an be broken down into, one triangular and one rectanoular pris_.
ir
the mass. moment of inertia of a volume which}
}
{Moment of inertia of triangular prism rel. to origin}
{M_ent of inertia of Rect. pri_ rel. t¢ origin}
area2, {Area of Rect}
areaTr i,
areaRectl,
h, {Height of Rect}
massTri, {Hass of trianoular pri_}




tri, <area of tank n:: filled with fluid}
x, ...
,, z ,
ORIRI JAL P,a,GE IS
OF POOR qUAI.ITY
Xl, <i.




areaTri := 0.5 * =.or< _.,, * tanaent_ota;_,.
areaRectl := area - ar.eaTr i :
h := (area - areaTri)/'D;
j := b * tangentBeta:
rnassTri := areaTri * c * r.no:
rnassRect := areaRectl * c * rhc:
Ox :: h + i/3 - 1/21
qx := i-,,'3 b/2;
CcunterRotate(x2,x2,gx,gx):




,o := ,',C_r_ - X2:
rE: := yCen - x2;
x_; := xCen - xl;
y4 := t;Cen - xl;
rnomentTri := 18arTr!(massTri,_,j)
, , _ cr-, .rnomentRe=t := iBarRec_kmas.Kec.*.,b,h)
rnc_nent := rnc_nentTri + rnomentRect;
nd:
+ (massTri * (sqr(x3) + sqr(y_,)));
+ (massRect * (sqr(,:4:_+ s.qr(iy4.';,):
rocedure TypeSeven;
This Procedure will calculate






massTri, ']mass c,f triang!e}
massRectl, (_ass of rectan.o!e









J_ _J i ,,'-i
vi, v2 '/3, y4 xS, '• , , _ , , _ . YO_
rnc_entl, rnoment2:real;
._gin
tri := (a * b) - areal
; "- sqrt((2 * tri)/tanaentBeta):
h := j * tangentBeta;
k := b-j;
m:= a-h;
areaTri := 0.5 * h * j;
areaRectl := b * rn;
areaRect2 := h * k;
rnassTri := areaTri * c * rhol
rr,assRectl := areaRectl * c * rho;
rnassRect2 := areaRect2 * c * rho:
,,":,-'-_./2 - (".,* h/3);
y2 := b/2 - (2 * j.,'3):
CounterRotate(x!,yl,x2,y2>;
x5 := m/'2 - a/2;
y5 := O'
the mass moment of inertia of a volume which}
and two rectangular pri_,s. }
bel_v trianole}
next t_ triangle}
area not filled with fluid}
_"_i'_|_._ _._I _, _._.._
0_," POY_R QUALIIn t,
; L := a. - - -. 2_
"-' := K/2 - :,".:
:ciur;,'.erRc,'=_:._ .E,>_,," " ",:,-4.:_:
.-_-.... p., c,.x_.er-,:. ... , -::_,!reaTp i ,x;' ,,,". ,areaRestl, ..,"=__,",.._,,areaRec t2,x_,>o.._""" ,'
axl := x=er - xl;
ayl := yOen - ×i;
_x2 := x[er, - x6:
ax2 := :,,a-er, - ×,.-',:
ax;.'-_ := _','_:en - ×3;
ax3 := yCen - x3;
m_entTri := iBarTri(rr,issTri,n,,i)+(massTri * (sqr(a×l:,,
r,:omentRectl := IB_, r_e. ,tma... ,e.... ._,,_),(r,,assRectJ
mc_mentRect2 ;= I Bar,,ec ,.(ma..=Re......... ), ,ma.sRect,.
mrm'nent ;= mc,7,entTri + rn_ertRectl + rr,_entRect2;
* .=.qr(a:,1))_;
* (s.or tax2)_sqr(a:_2)"_, :
* (sqr(_xS)+sor(ax3)));
****************************************************************************
_oi: (_STA_T _q:!_ PRD_R"L--'t4*)
C_earScreen;
zero := OI
writeln ('Ent2r dimensions for rectanoular tank:"):
readln .:a,_.:.,;
wrJteln _'E_r _ater ]eve] _s a oercentage of "b"."?:
readln (per:_t);
_hile (perce:t }= !) or (percent <= 07) do
beoin
wr teln('O.O < Water Level < 1.0. Trx again.'):
readln(percent>;
end;
v_ritein('Enter angle theta increment.");
readln(increment):
writeln("Enter c,utput f le name."):
readln(outFil '-- ,,e-,_,ie/"
angle := O.C;
area := a * 2 * percent;




_riteln(c, utFi_e,'C : ",c:8:4):
_riteln(outFiie,':'ercent full =
_,,riteln(outFi!e,'Txpe Theta
while <ar_;_ <= 90.0) Oc:
:,egin
moment := 0.0;
beta := .(?0 - angle)/360)*(2 * pi);













writeln(outFile,form, ' ",angle:6:2, '
angle := angle + increment;
end;
:lose(outFile_;





_This program calculates the mass moment of inertia of the fluid in a tank }
_relative the to the center of the tank. The tank is dimensioned as 'a' in }
ithe x-dir, 'b' in the y-dir(up}, and 'c' in the z-dir(into the page}. The }
_center of the tank is also the center of rotation and corresponds to the }
_origin of the coordinates. The tank rotates counterclockwise and this }






Number = array [I..90] of real:
























{the angle of rotation in degrees}
{Increment by which angle increases}
{Max area of triangluar shape}
{Max area of triangle and rectangle combined}
{Fluid level as a percent of height 'b'}
{Mass of fluid}




{Angle of rotation CCW in radians}
{defines the geometry}
rocedure CounterRotate(var ax, ay, axl, ayl:real};
This procedure converts local Cord. to global Cord. given angle theta.}
egin
ax := (axl * cos(theta)) (ayl * sin(theta));
ay := (axl * sin(theta)) + (ayl * cos(theta));
nd;
unction IBarTri(var mTri,ta,tb:real):real;
This function will calculate the mass moment of inertia of a triangular
prim given its mass, base, and height.
egin
IBarTri := (mTri/18) , (sqr(ta) ÷ sqr(tb));
nd;
Jnction IBarRect(var mRect,ra,rb:real):real;
Fhis function will calculate the mass moment of inertia of a rectangular
orism given its mass, length, and height.
_gin
IBarRect := (mRect/12) * (sqr(ra) ÷ sqr(rb));
_d;
Jnction WhatType:integer;
÷This function determines what shape the fluid is in. Type I = triangle; *)




+Area, _ipha, l_rea :real;
_egin
aTriangle := 0.5 * sqr(a) , tangentTheta;
aArea := aTriangle + (a * (b - (a * tangentTheta)));
alpha := arctan(b/a);
if tan_atTheta <> 0.0 then
begin
bTriangle := abs((0.5 , sqr(b))/tangentTheta);
bArea := bTriangle + abs((b * (a - (b/tangentTheta))));
end;
if (angle = 0.0) then {It's a rectangle.}
WhatType := 4
else if (angle = 90.0) then {It's still a rectangle.}
WhatType := 5
else if theta (= alpha then
begin
if (aTriangle ) area) then
WhatType := I






if (bTriangle > area) then
WhatType := I
else if (bArea > area) then
WhatType := 6




This procedure will calculate
prism.
ar
a2, b2, h, j, cx, cy:real;
egin
h := sqrt((2 , area)/tangentTheta)
j := sqrt((2 , area)/tangentTheta);
a2 := (j/3) - (a/2);
b2 := (_/3) - (b/2);
CounterRotate(cx, cy, a2, b2);
moment := IBarTri(mass,h,J)
nd;
the mass moment of inertia of a triangular }
}
, tangentTheta;
+ (mass *(sqr(cx) + sqr(cy)));
rocedure T+eTwo;
This Procedure will calculate
can be broken down into one triangular and one rectangular
ar
prism.
the mass moment of inertia of a volume which}
}
area2, {Area of Rect}
h, {Height of Rect}
massTri, {Mass of triangular prism}
massRect, {Mass of Rect. prism}
momentTri, {Moment of inertia of triangular prism rel. to origin}
momentRect,{Moment of inertia of Rect. prism rel. to origin}
j, gx: gy, xbar, ybar,
x, y, x3, y3:real;
egin
h := (area - atriangle)/a;
j := a * tangentTheta;
massTri := atriangle * c * rho;
massRect := (area atriangle) * c * rho;
gx := _ - a/2;






y := h/2 - b/2;
CounterRotate(x3,y3,x,y);
momentRect := IBarRect(massRect,a,h)
moment := momentTri + momentRect;
+ (massTri , (sqr(xbar) + sqr(ybar)));
* (massRect , (sqr(x3) + sqr(y3)));
_rocedure TypeThree;
{This Procedure will calculate
_must be broken down into one triangular
par
h, j, k, m,
massTri, {mass of triangle}
massRectl, {mass of rectangle





xt, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6,
yI, y2, y3, y4, y5_ y6,
momentl, moment2:real;
_egin
tri := (a * b) - area;
j := sqrt((2 , tri)/tangentTheta);
h := j * tangentTheta;
k := a - j;
m := b - h;
massTri := 0.5 * h * j * c * rho;
massRectl := a * m * c * rho;
massRect2 := h * k * c * rho;
x2 := k * j/3 - a/2;




y5 := m/2 - b/2;
and two rectangular




area not filled with fluid}
+ (massTri , (sqr(xl) + sqr(yl)));
CounterRotate(x6,y6,x5,y5);
momentRectl := IBarRect(massRectl,a,m)+(massRectl
x4 := k/2 - a/2;
y4 := b/2 - h/2;
CounterRotate(x3,y3,x4,y4);
momentRect2 := IBarRect(massRect2,h,k}+(massRect2
moment := momentTri + momentRectl + momentRect2;
, (sqr(x6) + sqr(y6)));





c4 := percent * b;
moment := IBarRect(mass,a,c4)
rid;





c5 := percent * a;
moment := IBarRect(mass,c5,b)
nd;




{This Procedure will calculate
{can be broken down into one triangular
yap
and one rectangular




{Mass of triangular prism}
{Mass of Rect. prism}
{Moment of inertia of triangular prism rel. to origin}
{Moment of inertia of Rect. prism rel. to origin}
* c * rho;








j, gx, gy, xbar, ybar,
x, yp x3, y3:real;
begin
areaTriangle := 0.5 * sqr(b) , tangentBeta;
h := (area - areaTriangle)/b;
j := b * tangentBeta;
massTri := areaTriangle , c * rho;
massRect := (area - areaTriangle)
gx := h ÷ j/3 - a/2;
gy := b/3 - b/2;
CounterRotate(xbarvybar,gx,gy);
momentTri := IBarTri(massTri,b,J)




moment := momentTri ÷ momentRect;
end;
+ (massRect , (sqr(x3) + sqr(y3)));
TypeSeven;
and two rectangular
the mass moment of inertia
below triangle}
next to triangle}
area not filled with fluid}
+ momentRectl + momentRect2;
Procedure
(This Procedure will calculate
{must be broken down into one triangular
var
h, j, k, m,
massTri, {mass of triangle}
massRectt, {mass of rectangle





xl, x2, x3, x4, xS, x6,
yl, y2, y3, y4, yS, y6,
momentl, moment2:real;
oegin
tri := (a * b) - area;
j := sqrt((2 * tri)/tangentBeta);
h := J * tangentBeta;
k := b-J;
m := a-h;
massTri := 0.5 * h * j * c * rho;
massRectl := b * m * c * rho;
massRect2 := h * k * c * rho;
x2 := a/2 - (2 * h/3);
y2 := b/2 - (2 * j/3);
CounterRotate(xl,yl,x2,y2);
momentTri := iBarTri(massTri,h,j)÷(massTri




x4 := a/2 - h/2;





of a volume which}
prisms. }
+ sqr(yl)));
, (sqr(x6) + sqr(y6)));





writeln ('Enter dimensions for rectangular
readln (a,b,c);
writeln ('Enter water level as a percentage
readln (percent);
while ((percent )= I) or (percent (= 0)) do
begin
writeln('O.O ( Water Level < 1.0.
readln(percent);
end;
writeln('Enter angle theta increment.');
readln(increment);
writeln('Enter output file name.');
readln(outFileName);
angle := 0.0;
area := a * b * percent;





writeln(outFi]e,'Percent full = ',percent:B:4);
writeln(outFile,'Type Theta Moment');
while (angle {= 90.0) do
begin
munent := 0.0;
beta := ((90 - angle)/360)*(2 * pi);













writeln(outFile,form, ' ',angle_6:2, '
angle := angle _ increment;
end;
close(outFile);







Nurt.oer. = ar-a'.- ..._0 ] o4 rea :
Tni£ ,_::edure c3nverts is=a! CorG. to 2]o:.a] Cord• g_ven ano]e theta.:;
egin
ax := <axl * :os(theta)) - (axi * sin(theta>_:
av := (ax! _ sin(theta)) + <ay! * cos_:heta)>:
unction iBarTri(var mTri,ta.t_:real):rea!:
V_s function _il] ca_cuiate t_e mass m_?.ent o_ inert
_ri_a 9_ven its mass, base, and _eight.
eoin
[B_rTri := <mTri/IS) * (sqr(ta) + s_r(tb)):
nd:
a of a trianoular
_nc,.on iBarRect(var _:Rect,ra,rb:resl):real;
"h_s fonct_on wi_] calculate the mass m_ent of inertia of a re,_anou!ar
_ri_ qiven. _ts mass, length, and ,,e,_,,,._-_'
_o_n








"unct;_:,,....... _.,_',atTy3:;:n ....=.qe: ,
,Thi-_ funct_sn _-': .:: _.nat in- _u!d ,: ;r..
. .-;..rn',_Jr,., s.r,._._e "" _. T:._,÷ ' : t'.&,,_i:; *>
*ty:,e 2 : :ria;,#]e ant r ectanoie: ant. tvr, e 2; : one t" _r._ie ant two *>
*rectangles. *
&F
",e rj ! rl
=-_;:,q_o := 0 5 * s4r<a) * tanoe_tTheta;
a.=ree := a-':e:._oTe _ a _ ::it.: - ',a _ tar:oentTr, et_.
B.:-t& ;= aT_ .:,q..,,, :..,
i_ t=_3er.-Tre-_ : [',Other
__z,;q
Z_'::'_ - -_ ': a.":: ._:,., _"
: tle.mo:_= ;_._: _.hen _1:: _ _ectansle.}
,-_*_mtTxp e := 4
' .?n - _ _ . = : ....... "ec_ar,'..:_:else i- ',an._e = ,,_ .,,er; _Z_ - -'' :
Z..:- : 7
e: :,e - __;4rea } area: _n_J :_r.e:.
_,,>- t-xl, e := 2
_.:=_,e
beoin
i= (bTriangle ,_areal) then
_atType := i
eli.: if (_._rea > area) then
WhatTxpe ;= 6




:Th s proceoure _.#i;;calculate the mass m&_,ent of inert
.pr &7_,
ar
a2, _2 , _, J, CX, cY:nea_
eOl_
h :: :4rt<(2 *. area>,."tan?entTneta) * ,,:n_:n,*Tneta;
j := _qrt((2 * area)/:an#entThetai_:














R_C. o_e u. la_oLiaF _F,C _ne rB:_a_OL,:B" Dr_cJTt. :r
i_._i_r.,', c.f :e,:}




•,--" v.-'. : ,',_ _ _ ;
coin
n := ar÷_ -atr. iar_?Te;</a;
i := a * tan_o._ntTheta:
areaTrl ;= a:- anole;
mreaRec_ := area aTr;anc];:
_,=_-.-.7_i:= areaTri * - * r:.:.;
,'T:_e_r'e:" := a'e.=r-._-'' * C _ rh:_l
-.=,, := _.,7. - a..i,
;: := t]',
, ;= h.- - :.1_
.... ="-'aT>i "= - - *_ .... "5,:--z:'.;_";L'. "Z7'C:i -"{ ;. _.e F,., :"L : h ....... ),.:, : = ,&r E at .: .. ,; d,-.: , =.=F :;, :. _
4 ;= ;,":er, - ,"--:
;,4 := "-.:]:en - .-:
,_,'= ;= ;_,[,_F, - _-:"..,
'.5 : ..... "en -,,.7:
:r:-:r.--.t-r; := ZBarT.--!_::.as=,>7 ,=_.,j._
-_:..-.-,._r t 7,e:t _= ] .;:a-.::e: t .r':_.-"-.R._:t, a. i',,
_;cent := :r:_-r_en!-ri , rr_c,_:e,,t.:,ect:
+ '.'r,_a2.sl.-r: _ <-.'.0."..x_) - B_.P'-,:v4).:, .
..n===k_,t , SO,_,.5, e S_,r<:5> >., r
-oce_ure TypeThree:
This Frocedure _il; caicu:ate the mass mceent of inert
host De bro_ien O?_,_nintm one trian_u!ar and :_m re:tanmular prie_s,
_P




m_ssTri, {mass of triangle}
m_ssRect!, {_ass of rectangle be!_v triangle}




tri, {the triangular area n_t filled _ith fluid}














"": ': {a * b; _ - a."ea;
:: .i * -sncertTh_t_;
i: := E" - . '_
.'_eaTri := [_,5 ÷ _ * .i:
areaRezt2 := r_* ,;:
mass-ri := areaTri * c * rhc:
_a_=sRec:2 := areaRect2 .*c * rh:..:
•-_2 := !;+ ,i/':- E,"2:
s,"_ - ('2 * h.."3);'/2 "= .v .
X :, '- " '
_.C.,,.......,_,,......,,_,,,_,/_./:
X& :: ;:"2 - E.'2:
:,"4 :: _.,, - h,-:
Z:<r_. =-.E'_,t:* e, __, >S. x4, y4:, :
C.entrr,i=(x":e:,,:,Cen,areaTri,-:i ,,,,areaRect ,_d.,y6,areiRectZ,xS,xS);
::7 :: <.-er, - >Z'.;
':,7 i= ..-er - :._:
::5. :: ::[ei - ,:=T
-:' :: :,:_':eri .- ;
':c':= _:-e.... 5..'
......: :: -'_'er _::
7.CCT_E,e,-T- ': "_--:arT-: TESSTP, ,t :. -(';,;,::-_i
_:.-..=-t:,ezr." := iE:arRect,a,_.ssFe:",_._.:--_s=a._-+,
.... _,= ,:_r-- T:- _- :.Reef2,- .::-,._:._S-.:e::"
,-,c.'r,_r,r ;: ,'r_c-_E-'.rri* F;'c'.;r:t_r_ * r--'; =_'z;-'s'
<sor':x.::> * s_r(:-_",:. :















This Procedure will calculate












the mass moment of inertia of a volume which}
and one rectanoular prism. }
{Area of Rect}
{Height of Rect}
{!_ass of triancular pris_,}
{Mass _f Rect. prism)
{Hc_ent of inertia of trianoular pri_ rel. to origin}
{Mordent of inertia of Rect. pris_ re!, tc origin}







are;._e[:; := _r_ .----.._::-:F:
._. := :.at.=.: - areaTr]',,"':,,
:= ::* :anoer, tBeta:
m&.=-.Tr; := areaT-_ * - * phs_
rr,a=.s;:e:t := areaRectJ * c + rr<::
g, := :_"_ - b,"2:
..,suF:-_e,.Ft.za+_,..--.-, [4>..>;
', := _,2;
"::.; r,-._r F,:,.-._t e(×::, >'. ,x, '.. :
_..%............._ '.."=_......., '.'Sen,_r"eaT,":, x-,. z a-r eare c t I ,.,-.....,>_ ,, er.::, zer o, z÷r:_.," ,'
...,_ ..-_
X "t := ;:[:eF: - "X_.;
'_'" := vi'.mr - .'_ •
. &.-r.,<,me_:-_ := [E:ar'Tr _rr&=_"r;.... ,_',_,,;
_,.::7+_-:,.'.:t _= ;B_r;.e:t,.r,,__s=-r,:e:-, .,h.)
r:z ;
-,CZ.= :,.- 9 -...-2 _ - e _;9,





T2_£_'TT' :[2.B,_,B "- :2 B2'': -''_
<__--.sRe:t., (-.;_=.= af r_:tanaie
',,:..=-F.:e:+.'., (r,_aL=. ,:,- rer. t_r,_;._
,_;&::er:tT:,,
mcrr,ent ,_:e: t :,
morT_entRect2,




;(J. , "--' ':'- y4, "-- '^._ z,_,_ ., . z,_, X¢.,,
>"_, v2 '" v4, "=
m_entl, moment2:real;
e_i n
tri := (_ * b> - area;
b "- ,i * tanoentBeta:
k := b- ,i;
!TI := _. - h;
areaTri :: 0.5 * In * j,
....... - :, * ¢;;
ar.ea,_e:t2 "= ,t • k:
._::.:-.:-.Tr, := ar.eaTr, i * c * rk.n;
,,,: .... ..i.l := areaRectl * c * rn:=;
mas.sRect2 := are_.Rect2 * c * rnc,;
:E ;= _,,'2 - (12_ k."E'>:
x2 := .,. - <2 _ .j.."3::
Cc.-n t er.Rot _t._,'": ..... '
x5 := m,,2 - _u"2:
r5 := O:
_7,÷ rL:.:. _'_C_._nt :,f i_',ert _ '-,; 9. [*o:ur.,,e Whi,'_'h]'
&FZ _WC_ _ "÷'r'"' Dr :_r,;2,
:,eTc_ " ian:le[:
_ext t_ tr;an;Te}




,-: '= K"" - h/-_
iy_ := y(.=:" _-.:
_x_ := x,.,÷Z - Lc:
axe'.:= -:-.._r,- x::'
mc_Tmr.=Tri "= ZS_.rT_i(m!-s.Tr:,n,j>+(mas-Sr! * (sor(axl)
...... . . . .; E._._- -_
mcc,_nt_iect2 ;= .rEzrFec'.(_,s.=-skect2,_ ,,.,'_ma.....c==::o_,..
L.';r,'_ . :-=--=-- = _i CF _,;'-=r- :.= _i,..''_z:
DEZ: ".
"._EZT JZ"_"_'_ri :
_r::eir:Es:_r ar._i._ tn._ta Tn.-reme_,':
•.,-..-..:....... ._ • • . r,.E/T,i_-),
_Jr,te, :. .. __..u. , - ..... ,
i, Z,,.= := _.5;
r:--;. := _ * Z' _ DercE_:
_._=__=._: E * ser-er,t * : .-:
,._"-._r.(c. tFile,',4 = ",a:_;:4.,:
_r i _._; n_c,_-= i ie. , "B = .". _.,..-. ::. 4,.....
;_-.:._n(outFi!e,"C = ",c:8:4::
,,m ! +_i _ 'r, ,4_'i _ , .,,
....... ......... e,":ercent fuli = ',perc._nt:E:'4,;
÷ " -- _,4 _ / %
r_r_,ein(c.utFile,_>"pe Theta ,,ome,,t,;
while '- '_ O)'_Z'_ <= 90, o:_
:,e_in
,s_cnmn'.:= 0.0;
:,._:a:= <(90 - angle)/360>*(2 , oi':
_- 4..
.ne,_ := -__n.ole/360)*<2 * p_>:
tanoentBeta := sin(beta):"cos(_eta>;











v_rire!n(outF'i!_.,form, ' ",ang;o:d.:2,. '








iThis program calculates the mass moment of inertia of the fluid in a tank }
Jrelative the to the center of the tank. The tank is dimensioned as "a' in }
_the x-dir, 'b' in the y-dir(up), and 'c" in the z-dir(into the page). The }
icenter of the tank is also the center of rotation and corresponds to the }
_origin of the coordinates. The tank rotates counterclockwise and this }








Number = array [I..90] of real;
























{the angle of rotation in degrees}
{Increment by which angle increases}
{Max area of triangluar shape}
{Max area of triangle and rectangle combined}
{Fluid level as a percent of height "b'}
{Mass of fluid}




{Angle of rotation CCW in radians}
{defines the geometry}
_rocedure CounterRotate(var ax, ay, axl, ayI:real);
CThis procedure converts local Cord. to global Cord. given angle theta.}
_egin
ax := (axl * cos(theta)) - (ayl * sin(theta));
ay := (axl * sin(theta)) ÷ (ayl * cos(theta));
_nd;
:unction IBarTri(var mTri,ta,tb:real):real;
_This function will calculate the mass moment of inertia of a triangular
{prism given its mass, base, and height.
)egin
IBarTri := (mTri/18) * (sqr(ta) ÷ sqr(tb));
_nd;
:unction IBarRect(var mRect,ra,rb:real):real;
_This function will calculate the mass moment of inertia of a rectangular
_prism given its mass, length, and height.
_egin
IBarRect := (mRect/12) * (sqr(ra) + sqr(rb));
,nd;
unction WhatType:integer;
*This function determines what shape the fluid is in. Type I = triangle; *)
*type 2 = triangle and rectangle; and type 3 = one triangle and two *)
,ar
area, alpha, b_rea :real;
,egin
aTriangle := 0.5 * sqr(a) * tangentTheta;
aArea := aTriangle + (a * (b - (a * tangentTheta)));
alpha := arctan(b/a);
if tangentTheta <> 0.0 then
begin
bTriangle := abs((0.5 * sqr(b))/tangentTheta);
bArea := bTriangle ÷ abs((b * (a - (b/tangentTheta))));
end;
if (angle = 0.0) then {It's a rectangle.}
WhatType := 4
else if (angle = 90.0) then {It's still a rectangle.}
WhatType := 5
else if theta <= alpha then
begin
if (aTriangle ) area) then
WhatType := I
else if (aArea > area) and (b_rea ) area) then
WhatType := 2




if (bTriangle > area) then
WhatType := I
else if (bArea ) area) then
WhatType := 6
else WhatType := 7;
end;
_rocedure TypeOne;
iThis procedure will calculate
iprism.
_ar
a2, b2, h, j, cx, cy:real;
)egin
h := sqrt((2 * area)/tangentTheta)
j := sqrt((2 * area)/tangentTheta);
a2 := (j/3) - (_2);
b2 := (h/3) - (b/2);
CounterRotate(cx_ cy, a2, b2);
moment := IBarTri(mass,h,j) ÷ (mass *(sqr(cx)




;This Procedure will calculate
:can be broken down into one triangular and one rectangular
ar
prir_r=.
the mass moment of inertia of a volume which}
}
area2, {Area of Rect}
h, {Height of Rect}
massTri, {Mass of triangular prism}
massRect, {Mass of Rect. prism}
momentTri, {Moment of inertia of triangular prism rel. to origin}
momentRect,{Moment of inertia of Rect. prism rel. to origin}
j, gx, gy, xbar, ybar,
x, y, x3, y3:real;
_egin
h := (area - atriangle)/a;
j := a * tangentTheta;
massTri := atriangle * c * rho;
massRect := (area - atriangle) * c * rho;
gx := a/3 - a/2;




y := h/2 -b/2;
CounterRotate(x3,y3,x,y);
momentRect := IBarRect(massRect,a,h)
moment := momentTri + momentRect;
+ (massTri * (sqr(xbar) + sqr(ybar)));
+ (massRect * (sqr(x3) + sqr(y3)));
Orocedure TypeThree;
(This Procedure will calculate
{must be broken dc_n into one triangular
_ar
h, j, k, m,
massTri, (mass of triangle}
massRectl, {mass of rectangle





xl, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6,
y|_ y2, y3, y4, yS, y6,
momentI, moment2:real;
_egin
tri := (a * b) - area;
j := sqrt((2 * tri)/tangentTheta);
h := j * tangentTheta;
k := a-j;
m := b-h;
massTri := 0.5 * h * j * c * rho;
massRectl := a * m * c * rho;
massRect2 := h * k * c * rho;
x2 := k + j/3 - a/2;
y2 := b/2 - (2 * h/3);
CounterRotate(xl,yl,x2,y2);
momentTri := IBarTri(massTri,h,j) + (massTri
x5 := O;
y5 := m/2 - b/2;
CounterRotate(x6,y6,x5,y5);
momentRectl := IBarRect(massRectl,a,m)+(massRectl
x4 := k/2 - a/2;
y4 := b/2 - h/2;
CounterRotate(x3,y3,x4,y4);
momentRect2 := IBarRect(massRect2,h,k)+(massRect2
moment := momentTri + momentRect! + momentRect2;
and two rectangular




area not filled with fluid}
* (sqr(xl) + sqr(yl)));
* (sqr(x6) + sqr(y6)));





c4 := percent * b;
moment := IBarRect(mass,a,c4)
end;





c5 := percent * a;
moment := IBarRect(mass,c5,b)
end;
+ (mass * (sqr((_2) * (percent - I))));
ProcedureTypeSix;
{This Procedure will calculate the mass moment of inertia









j, gx, gy, xbar, ybar,
x, y, x3, y3:real;
begin
areaTriangle := 0.5 * sqr(b) • tangentBeta;
h := (area - areaTriangle)/b;
j := b * tangentBeta;
massTri := areaTriangle * c * rho;
massRect := (area - areaTriangle)
gx := h ÷ j/3 - _2;
gy := b/3 b/2;
CounterRotate(xbar,ybar,gx,gy);
momentTri := IBarTri(massTri,b,J)




moment := momentTri ÷ momentRect;
end;
of a volume which}
prism. }
{Height of Rect}
{Mass of triangular prism}
{Mass of Rect. prism}
(Moment of inertia of triangular prism rel. to origin}
(Moment of inertia of Rect. prism rel. to origin}
* c * rho;
+ (massTri , (sqr(xbar)
+ (massRect
+ sqr(ybar)));
, (sqr(x3) ÷ sqr(y3)));
Procedure TypeSeven;
{This Procedure will calculate the mass moment of inertia
(must be broken down into one triangular and two rectangular
yap
h, j, k, m,
massTri, {mass of triangle}
massRectl, {mass of rectangle below triangle}




tri, (the triangular area not filled with fluid}
xl, x2, x3, x4, xS, x6,
yl, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6,
momentl, moment2:real;
begin
tri := (a * b) - area;
j := sqrt((2 * tri)/tangentBeta);
h := j * tangentBeta;
k := b-J;
m := a-h;
massTri := 0.5 * h * J * c * rho;
massRectl := b * m * c * rho;
massRect2 := h * k * c * rho;
x2 := a/2 (2 * h/3);
y2 := b/2 - (2 * j/3);
CounterRotate(xI,yl,x2,y2);
momentTri := IBarTri(massTri,h,j)+(massTri




x4 := a/2 - h/2;
y4 := k/2 - b/2;
CounterRotate(x3,y3,x4,y4);
momentRect2 := IBarRect(massRect2,h,k)÷(massRect2
moment := momentTri + momentRectl ÷ momentRect2;
of a volume which}
prisms. }
, <sqr(xl) _ sqr(yl)));
, (sqr(x6) ÷ sqr(y6)));
, (sqr(x3) + sqr(y3)));
end;
Begin (*START MAIN PROGRAM*)
ClearScreen;
writeln ('Enter dimensions for rectangular tank:');
readln (a,b,c);
• )Iwriteln ('Enter water level as a percentage of 'b' ' •
readln (percent);
while ((percent )= I) or (percent (= 0)) do
begin
writeln('O.O ( Water Level ( 1.0. Try again.');
readln(percent);
end;
writeln('Enter angle theta increment.');
readln(increment);
writeln('Enter output lile name.');
readln(outFileName);
angle := 0.0_
area := a * b * percent;





writeln(outFile,'Percent full = ',percent:B:4);
writeln(outFile_'TyPe Theta Moment');
while (angle (= 90.07 do
begin
moment := 0.0;
beta := ((90 - angle)/360)*(2 * pi);













writeln(outFilegform, " ',angle:6:2, ,moment:B:4);
angle := angle ÷ increment;
end;
close(outFile);
End. (*_D MAIN PROGRAM*)
